Monday, November 09, 2020

Preliminary program subject to change

Registration & welcome coffee

Opening remarks

WSBW opening presentation by Euroconsult

Investment strategies and perspectives

Pacôme Révillon, CEO, Euroconsult

Morning coffee break

Finspace startup pitch

Key operators taking position in new data landscape

What airlines want?

Official lunch

Satellite manufacturers: at the heart of the new space ecosystem

Afternoon coffee break
Finspace - Startup Pitch

Building the business case and monetizing IFC

Cocktail reception
Welcome coffee

Enterprise connectivity leaders: challenges & opportunities

Ground segment: a critical component of the value chain

Finspace startup pitch

Morning coffee break

In discussion with Export Credit Agencies

Launch service providers: evolving business models for access to space

Official lunch

Global Satellite Operators – promises of a new decade

Afternoon coffee break

Finspace startup pitch

Delivering the promise of universal access: new horizons for satellite solutions

Networking drinks

OTHER PROGRAM RUNNING IN PARALLEL

ENTERPRISE CONNECTIVITY FORUM -> Check out program
Preliminary program subject to change

Welcome coffee

Euroconsult market presentation: the smallsat economy

Satellite based IOT: business models, trends and strategic issues

Space logistics: enabling activities in orbit

Morning coffee break

The eye of investors: what will condition the creation of new business value

The Smallsats revolution: Innovation, differentiation, value creation?

Official lunch